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ABSTRACT 

In Nuclear Power Plants (NPP) there is the need to store any kind of liquid waste such as 
contaminated evaporator concentrates. NPP’s which are in the decommissioning phase had to 
dismantle their installed storage tanks sometimes at an earlier step than the waste treatment facilities 
(evaporator). For that reason, GNS has developed a new mobile storage tank-facility (MOTA) for 
buffer storage of evaporator concentrates by using a capacity of 10 m³ in total, equally distributed into 
four storage tanks with a capacity of max 3 m³ for each. With this modular design it is even easier to 
install storage tanks in any location in any NPP in Germany. 

The design of the mobile storage tank-facility will be described under chemical engineering aspects as 
well as the results from the first experiences during the cold test at the end of the construction phase. 

GNS applied for a license to use and install the mobile storage tank-facility in nuclear installations and 
NPP´s in Germany in accordance with § 7 of the Radioprotection Provision 
(Strahlenschutzverordnung) in Germany. GNS gets this license in February 2008 and will put the 
mobile storage tank system into operation in the first quarter of 2008 in Stade NPP. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

 During the decommissioning phase of NPP´s in Germany the installed storage tanks were 
dismantled sometimes at an early step, while there is still the need of storage and conditioning liquid 
waste. For that reason GNS has designed and build a mobile storage tank-facility in coordination with 
E.ON Kernkraft, which has interfaces for transport containers for liquids and facilities for the treatment 
of the stored liquids (FAVORIT drying-facility) which are operating in NPP´s in Germany. 
 

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE MOBILE STORAGE TANK-FACILITY 

 
2.1 Design Conditions 

Essential specification for the design of the mobile storage tank-facility was to develop a mobile 
system, which allows the transport and installation of the whole system in any location and in any NPP 
in Germany. 

Furthermore the engineering design has to be compliant with the KTA regulation for the storage 
of radioactive liquids in NPP´s (KTA 1604) [1] and with the KTA regulations 1301.1 [2] for the 
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consideration of radiation protection in NPP´s to get the license to operate the mobile storage tank-
facility in any NPP in Germany. 

The chemical engineering boundary aspects were given by the results of sample analysis of 
contaminated evaporator concentrates. The results of the said analysis are listed in table 1. 
 

Table 1: Analysis of evaporator concentrate 

Dry substance ca. 200 kg/m³ 
pH-value 6,5 – 7,5 
Specific density 1,1 – 1,2 Mg/m³ 
Chlorides 1,6 – 2,0 kg/m³ 
Activity concentration 1,0E11 Bq/m³ 

 
Due to this analysis results it was possible for GNS to break new grounds by taken pipes, tanks 

and fittings made of different types of synthetic materials. The materials which were selected for the 
components getting in contact with the evaporator concentrate, are listed in table 2. 

 
Table 2: Used materials 

Storage tanks  Polyethylene HD 
Filling pipe Polyvinylchloride 
Extraction pipe Polyvinylchloride 
Ball valves Polyvinylchloride 

 
The consistency of different types of synthetic materials against radiation is documented in “Die 

Beständigekeit von Kunststoff und Gummi” [3]. By consideration of the listed data’s [3] it is possible to 
calculate the minimum time period for the storage of such radioactive liquids (as shown in table 1), 
until the synthetic material gets a degradation of its major characteristics. By absorbing radiation, 
synthetic materials are getting negative cross-links in their chemical structure which results, that the 
material is worse elastically.  

For the storage tanks which are designed to have permanent contact with the evaporator 
concentrate [according to table 1], GNS-calculations showed that it takes approximately 270 years 
until the limited value of radiation for Polyethylene is reached (without consideration of nuclide 
decomposition). By consideration that the storage tanks are designed for an operating time of about 
three years, there is a lot of safety before reaching the limit value of Polyethylene. 

 
 
2.2 Design 

 For the buffer storage of radioactive liquids the mobile storage tank-facility has a capacity of 
more than 10 m³ in total. The total capacity is based on the maximum transport-volume of the TC10 
GNS-transport-container for radioactive liquids.  

The mobile storage tanks need a installation area of 6,5 m x 4 m x 4 m (lxwxh) for the whole 
system without its control unit.  

The mobile storage tank-facility consists of four single tanks with a maximum capacity of 3 m³ 
by each. The tanks are fixed on massive steel-podiums and are removable to transport the system to 
other NPP´s or for maintenance work. For lower doorways each steel-podium could be separated into 
two parts. The steel podiums are coated with a decontaminable coating-system. The minimum height 
of the installation area is about 4 m.  

The form stability of the tanks is supported by three profiles of steel, which are wrapped 
around the side wall of each tank. Additional the tanks are fixed on the steel-podiums by connecting 
the wrapped profiles with a stainless steel selection to the podium on every tank-corner. Figure 1 gives 
an overview of the mobile storage tanks installed in the NPP Stade in December 2007.  
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Figure 1: Mobile Storage tanks installed in NPP Stade, Germany 2007 

 
 For filling and removing liquids the mobile storage tank-facility has one takeover-station on the 
top of one steel-podium where every piping-system is adapted on the fixed system of the NPP. Each 
piping-system of the storage tanks is arranged from the takeover-station to the fittings of each tank. 
 

 
Figure 2: Take-over station and its interfaces 

 
 For operation the takeover-station is fitted with interfaces such as filling tubes, extraction and 
flushing tubes. The interfaces can be equipped with flange couplings made of PVDF or with bolting 
connections made of stainless steel.  

The whole piping-system with its fittings is fully removable by segmentation into defined 
sections. Also the tanks and their agitators-frames are fully removable to transport the whole system 
to other NPP´s or for maintenance work. 
 
2.3 FUNCTIONALITY 

To fill the storage tanks, tubes with lockable clutches will be connected to the filling interface, 
to the pumping station and to the transport-container TC10. With a pneutmatical driven membrane 
pump, the evapotator concentrates will be decanted from the transport-container to the storage tanks. 

Storage tank made 
of Polyethylen 

Extraction interfaceFilling interface 

Steel podium 

Agitator frame 
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When the charging level of the first storage tank reaches nearly 95%, the automatic control-system 
(PLC) of the mobile storage tank-facility switches the fitting positions automatically to the second tank 
(and so on). For the measures of error-free charging levels, a microwave measurement is installed in 
each storage tank. 

For the prevention of the sedimentation of the solid ingredients, an electricity driven agitator is 
installed in every storage tank. In addition to the agitators, one circulation pump which is connected 
with tubes in every tank, is the back up installation to ensure a homogenious distribution of the 
ingeredients in the liquid evaporator concentrates. 

The exctraction of evaporator concentrate from the storage tanks into the connected 
conditioning system will be operated with vakuum technology, installed in the GNS drying-facility 
FAVORIT. In every step the positioning of the fittings are automatically switched and controlled by the 
PLC-system after program-selection by the operator. 

If the evaporator concentrate is totally extracted, each tank can be flushed by injecting 
deionised water with a high pressure injector in the cap of every storage tank. By pumping the 
injecting deionised water circular in the storage system and disposing in the sewage system after, the 
remaining dose rate of the storage system can be lowered. 

 
2.4 AUTOMATIC CONTROL UNIT  

The automatic control unit (PLC) and its compressed-air unit are designed for the installation 
outside the room of the storage tanks. The control unit is based on a Siemens S7-PLC-system with a 
touch-panel on the frontside of the cubicle. The complete mobile storage tank-facility will be operated 
from this touch panel. For every program (filling, mixing, extraction, flushing) a separate window can 
be opened by touching the selection button on the panel frontside. 

 

 
Figure 3: Control- and compressed-air unit, installed in NPP Stade, Germany 2007 

 
By selection of the main program, the process flow-sheet of the mobile storage tank-facility is 

shown on the panel. The current status of every electronical component is shown by green or red 
symbols on the screen.  

The storage system can be controlled by two different ways. For normal operation 
automatically controlled programs for filling, mixing, extraction and flushing are established. Every 
program is automatically interrupted by reaching stored charging levels (filling, extraction, flushing) or 
fixed time targets (period of mixing). In case any malfunction, an accustic and visual alarm signal is 
generated by the PLC-system. For this functionality of safety, every component is checked by the 
PLC-system several times per second. 
 

Control unit 

Compressed-air unit 
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Figure 3: Overview program, Control-unit mobile storage tanks 

 
If any malfunction is detected, the storage system can be operated by hand. The hand control 

level is protected with a key-system. In the overview mode every component can be activated by 
touching its symbol on the touch panel. With this concept, failures can be corrected and maintenance 
work can be achieved easily. 

 

3 OPERATING LICENCE 

To use the mobile storage tank-facility in every NPP all over Germany, GNS has successfully 
applied for a licence in accordance with § 7 of the Radioprotection Provision 
(Strahlenschutzverordnung) in Germany. The license is valid for every federal state in Germany by its 
own government. The governments of the federal states authorize a technical inspection association 
to verify the selected components and materials for the buffer storage of contaminated evaporator 
concentrates shown in table 1. After surveying the mobile storage facility in its mechanical completion 
phase and while cold test operations the authorized inspection association (TÜV-NORD) issued a 
positive survey report regarding to § 7 of the Radioprotection Provision in Germany. Due to that 
survey report the federal state governments awarded the operating licence to GNS in February 2008 
for the operation of the mobile storage tank-facility in NPP´s all over in Germany. 

4 EXPERIENCES DURING THE COLD TEST 

The design making the whole pipe-system fully removable by segmentation into defined 
sections, has been approved very well by the first installation in NPP Stade in 2007. Between two 
phases of conditioning radiactive liquids with the GNS drying-facility FAVORIT in NPP Stade, the 
mobile storage-tanks and its control-units have been ready installed within three days. With its Harting 
connectors the whole cable couplings were installed within one day. 

While taking the whole system into operation with 10 m³ of deionized water, the design of the 
steel podiums and the design of the agitator frames have been tested positive. By full load of the 
pump and of the agitators, nearly no notable vibrations were brought to the steel podiums and to the 
basement. 

The piping-system with its compensators and its defined fixed- and movable-points have been 
tested by pumping and switching all fittings with full load very succesfuly.  
 

Storage tanks 
Takeover-station  
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5 SUMMARY 

GNS has designed and build a mobile storage-facility (MOTA) for buffer storage of evaporator 
concentrate and subsequent treatment in the GNS FAVORIT drying-facility. 

Based on the analysis results of evaporator concentrate [table 1] and on the scheduled 
operating time of about three years, GNS breaks new grounds by designing a mobile storage tank-
facility of different types of synthetic materials for the components getting contact with the evaporator 
concentrate. 

After surveying the mobile storage-facility in the mechanical completion phase and in the cold 
test phase by TÜV-NORD, GNS gets the licence to use the mobile storage tank-facility in NPP´s all 
over in Germany. 
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